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Abstract

As complex mathematical models are increasingly adopted for business decision-making, difficulties arise in reusing solvers (i.e., model solving algorithms) against diverse models and data sets and thus the collaboration among users (model/solver builders and decision makers) in multiple departments becomes very difficult. To facilitate the solver reuse, this paper adopts the Web services technologies as the base technologies for linking the solvers to the models, both of which are created on different modeling paradigms and different system platforms, in unified system architecture. Specifically, this paper focuses on designing an ontology that represents the interfacing semantics of the model-solver interactions in a general and standardized form. By referring to the ontology, a model management system (MMS) can autonomously suggest a set of compatible solvers and apply them to individual models even though the decision makers are not knowledgeable enough about all the details of the models and the solvers. Thus, this Web services based MMS would improve the reusability of the solvers by relieving the decision makers from the risk of erroneous application of a solver to syntactically and semantically incompatible models and the burden of considerable understanding of model and solver semantics.
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Introduction

As business environments become more competitive and rapidly change, decision support systems (DSS) for precise and agile decisions have been increasingly adopted in many organizations. In a DSS, for user-friendliness and intuitive solution, a decision problem is formulated as a model, and for solving the models, diverse sets of solvers, i.e., model-solving algorithms, are also provided. Specifically, model management system (MMS) is dedicated to manage the entire life cycle of models as a part of the three component modules of a DSS together with a database management system (DBMS) and dialogue management system [12].

In the model management research area, there have been a wide spectrum of studies ranging from the modeling languages for effective modeling of management science/operations research (MS/OR) problems [4,7,8], the model representation scheme for easier creation, retrieval, and execution of models [8,10], to the DSS component integration framework for the reuse of models with different data sets for different problems [3,5,11]. However, there exist little effort focusing on the precise and flexible decision making support by the reuse of solvers [10] against diverse models and data sets. The solver reuse means that a single solver can be applied to multiple models having similar problem structures and a model can be solved using multiple solvers depending on the problem-solving purposes. Such flexible solver reuse can make the decision support process to be more user-friendly, streamlined, and result in a more simplified system architecture that leads easier implementation and maintenance of DSS.

To attain these benefits from the solver reuse sufficiently, a user of the DSS should be knowledgeable about which solvers can be applied to the model. Also, once an applicable solver is chosen, the user should understand how to match the individual model parameters to the solver parameters to execute the solver adequately [10]. In reality, however, since the semantic understanding of a model or a solver is not a trivial task, ordinary users, even sometimes professional users, often have difficulty in picking out the applicable solvers from the organizational solver library and executing them by matching the model parameters to the solver parameters [1,6]. Moreover, as more organizations have constructed the DSS distributed across their internal/external networks [9], models and solvers of
an organization have been created based on different modeling paradigms and different system platforms. Thus, the MMS, as a dedicated tool for managing the models, is required to support the following two capabilities to make the solver reuse easy and productive. First, for a specific model under consideration, the MMS should be able to suggest autonomously a set of solvers that are both syntactically and semantically compatible with the model. Second, when a particular solver is chosen for the model, the MMS should be able to match the model parameters to the adequate solver parameters intelligently and produce the model solving results even though the user cannot perform exact matching between the two.

Recognizing such requirements of the MMS, this paper focuses on the development of an interfacing ontology managing the interacting semantics between individual models and their compatible solvers for facilitating the autonomous solver suggestion and intelligent model solution capabilities. The interacting semantics include the compatibility of a solver with a model and their parameter matching patterns. Based on the interfacing ontology, two software agents, model and solver agents, are defined to assist a user’s model-solving activities. Without direct users’ intervention, the agents suggest the compatible solvers for a given model and match the model parameters with the solver parameters [2] by referring to the interfacing ontology. Specifically, in developing the ontology and the agents, we adopt the Web services technologies [13] as a vehicle for integrating the models and solvers distributed across networks and created based on different modeling paradigms and system platforms. The Web services technologies have been highlighted as a way of integrating distributed and heterogeneous applications, which was previously impractical because of non-interoperable proprietary approaches. In this paper, individual solvers are encapsulated as Web services (called solving services) that provide the model-solving functions.

Conceptual Architecture of Web Services Based MMS

Figure 1 shows the conceptual architecture of the Web Services based MMS proposed in this paper. The architecture has two primary tasks: management of the interfacing ontology and execution of the solver suggestion and model solution. To support these two tasks, a two-layered approach is provided. On the lower layer, the interfacing ontology exists to manage the interfacing semantics between the models and solvers. On the upper layer, the model and solver agents are placed to perform the autonomous solver suggestion and intelligent model solution. In conducting the tasks, the agents specifically look up the interfacing ontology and resolve any possible conflicts among the models and solvers caused by their different modeling paradigms and system platforms. The interfacing ontology and the two agents are to be explained in the following sections.

Interfacing Ontology

As mentioned earlier, for the flexible solver reuse including the autonomous solver suggestion and intelligent model solution, the interfacing ontology manages the interacting semantics between individual models and their compatible solving services. The interfacing semantics specifically
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represent the following two types of information: the compatibility of a solving service for individual models and their parameter matching patterns.

First, for representation of the model-solver compatibility, models are classified into groups (i.e., a model taxonomy) in such a way that every model in a group can share solvers with one another. By assigning solving services to the individual model groups, the interfacing ontology can represent which models a solving service can be applied to.

Figure 2 shows an example taxonomy of optimization models and assignment of compatible solvers. In model management literature, such model taxonomies have been proposed implicitly or explicitly to organize similar models into groups. However, since those taxonomies are usually concerned only with structural assumptions within the models such as whether a parameter of a model is continuous or discrete, we use more detailed taxonomies classifying models one step further in terms of the shareability of solvers.

Second, for representation of the parameter matching patterns between individual models and their compatible solving services, a parameter mapping dictionary (PMD) is constructed. The PMD manages all the possible types of mapping relationships between model parameters and solver parameters in a tabular form where each row represents an individual parameter mapping (Table 1). Typically, every row of the dictionary has the six attributes (i.e., columns): model, solver, model parameter(s), solver parameter(s), mapping type, and transformation function. The attributes model and solver indicate the model and solving service names that the parameter mapping is applied to; the attributes model parameter(s) and solver parameter(s) indicate the corresponding parameter names of the model and solving service to be linked; the attribute mapping type determines whether it is for an input parameter or an output parameter; finally, the attribute transformation function is for an algebraic formula to be applied to the parameter value of the sending parameter to produce the data value required in the receiving parameter.

Specifically, transformation function is built on two kinds of operands, parameter references and environmental variables. A parameter reference means a parameter value and is denoted by a parameter name enclosed by ampersands (&) at both ends (e.g., &PARAM 1&); an environmental variable refers to a pre-defined system variable and is denoted by a capital string (e.g., TODAY for the current date). These operands can be recursively composed by a set of operators. The operators include domain casting operators for converting the data domain of a parameter (e.g., TO_NUM for conversion to integer and TO_STR for conversion to string), aggregation operators for converting the data cardinality of a parameter (e.g., SUM for summation of a parameter list and AVG for average of a parameter list), and other mathematical operators for various numerical calculations (e.g., LOG for logarithm and SQRT for square root).

Meanwhile, in specifying the port mappings in the PMD, we can distinguish them according to the cardinalsities, i.e., 1:1, 1:n, n:1, or n:n. An 1:1 or n:1 mapping is specified in a single row of the dictionary; an 1:n mapping is converted to
that should be used in the service. Such service description is written in a standardized description language such as Web Service Description Language (WSDL) [13]. Second, when the solver agent receives the request for model-solving calculation from the model agent, it executes the solving service and returns the results to the model agent in a SOAP message format.

Conclusions

A MMS can achieve high productivity and effectiveness in supporting a user's model-solving activities by facilitating the solver reuse satisfying the following two functional requirements: autonomous solver suggestion and intelligent model solution. Having recognized these requirements, this paper proposes an ontology design managing the compatibility and the parameter matching patterns between individual models and their solvers. In designing the ontology, we use the Web services technologies to integrate the models and the solvers in unified system architecture. Also, we define the model and solver agents, which perform the solver suggestion and model solution processes by cooperating with each other based on the model-solver compatibility and the parameter matching patterns provided by the interfacing ontology.

In future research, the intent is to focus on elaborating the interfacing ontology to provide more concrete and formal specifications. A simple ontology that has a form of mapping table has been constructed but it is being extended based on the Resource Description Framework (RDF) [13]. Also, a prototype MMS incorporating the interfacing ontology design is being developed with JAVA programming language.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Solving Service</th>
<th>Model Parameter(s)</th>
<th>Solver Parameter(s)</th>
<th>Mapping Type</th>
<th>Transformation Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MODEL 1</td>
<td>SERVICE 1</td>
<td>PARAM 1</td>
<td>PARAM 6</td>
<td>Input</td>
<td>&amp;PARAM 7 &amp; = AVG(&amp;PARAM 2 &amp; , &amp;PARAM 3 &amp; , PARAM 4 &amp; )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MODEL 1</td>
<td>SERVICE 1</td>
<td>PARAM 2, PARAM 3, PARAM 4</td>
<td>PARAM 7</td>
<td>Input</td>
<td>&amp;PARAM 8 &amp; = &amp;PARAM 5 &amp; / 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MODEL 1</td>
<td>SERVICE 1</td>
<td>PARAM 5</td>
<td>PARAM 8</td>
<td>Input</td>
<td>&amp;PARAM 9 &amp; = &amp;PARAM 5 &amp; / 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MODEL 1</td>
<td>SERVICE 1</td>
<td>PARAM 5</td>
<td>PARAM 9</td>
<td>Input</td>
<td>&amp;PARAM 10 &amp; = &amp;PARAM 5 &amp; / 100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 - A Conceptual Structure of the Parameter Mapping Dictionary
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